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Unassigned DOTs

Improve Forecast Accuracy for generics products by 10%

Optimize Master Data Management

Reduce logistics and transportation costs by 15%

Optimize payment terms

Reduce unplanned downtime for packaging lines

Slow-Mover Reduction for generics products until year-end

Decide on slow movers to sell via secondary channel 100%

Prepare and conduct sales promotion of slow movers for secondary cha... 82%

Evaluate and report success 5%

Safety Stock Adjustment

Conduct a fire-sale

Return products to supplier

Relocate products within distribution network

Conduct sales over second channel

Re-use existing slow moving stocks

Actual

1.202.950€

1.335.837€

896.568€

1.073.194€

521.955€

879.517€

199.568€

458.134€

102.950€

159.837€

50.568€

76.194€

35.950€

39.837€

28.568€

34.194€

ID

141741

141740

141743

141742

141745

141744

141747

141746

141749

141748

141751

141750

141755

141754

141753

141752

Name

Adjuperil Blue-32

Adjuperil Blue-34

Adjuperil Green-05

Adjuperil Green-02

Berostat Type A 100

Adjuperil Blue-391

Berostat Type A 400

Berostat Type A 200

Cleofactur Gamma 20

Cleofactur Alpha 40 plus

Dextilarium 200g

Dextilarium 100g

Esterperdis Premium 1000A

Esterperdis Basic 700

Dextilarium 800g

Dextilarium 400g

Description

Adjuperil RP 88-032 R-SRN95582

Adjuperil RP 88-034 R-SRN83444

Adjuperil RP 204-05 R-SRN15281

Adjuperil RP 204-02 R-SRN69241

Berostat ZZSRDO 214 Z-SRN78510

Adjuperil RP 88-0391 R-SRN17512

Berostat ZZSRDO 827 Z-SRN58458

Berostat ZZSRDO 515 Z-SRN96197

Cleofactur FFR5 8002 P-SRN96693

Cleofactur FFR5 8001 R-SRN52515

Dextilarium ZZSRDO 200 R-SRN29685

Dextilarium ZZSRDO 100 Z-SRN22512

Esterperdis ZZSRDO 204 R-SRN29517

Esterperdis ZZSRDO 204 R-SRN29720

Dextilarium ZZSRDO 800 R-SRN29810

Dextilarium ZZSRDO 400 R-SRN29785

Responsible User

Manuel Heinecke

Manuel Heinecke

Manuel Heinecke

Manuel Heinecke

Franziska Giese

Franziska Giese

Leon Kirsch

Leon Kirsch

Xingyuan Wen

Manuel Heinecke

Franziska Giese

Xingyuan Wen

Sebastian Szilvas

Sebastian Szilvas

Xingyuan Wen

Xingyuan Wen

Target

396.775€

440.551€

295.867€

354.154€

173.235€

290.240€

65.857€

151.184€

33.973€

52.746€

16.687€

25.144€

9.427€

11.284€

11.863€

13.146€

Condition

On Track

On Track

Blocked

On Track

On Track

On Track

Blocked

On Track

On Track

On Track

Blocked

On Track

At Risk

On Track

At Risk

On Track

-

-

-

Action Completion

63%

74%

81%

50%

93%

100%

23%

100%

100%

0%

26%

0%

100%
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AIOimpact is a digital execution management that enables your organization 
to realize its performance goals and orchestrate its teams.



It highly increases the success of executing strategic, tactical and operational 
improvement measures and actions. All improvement measures and actions 
follow the same path: you collect data from your operations, make decisions to 
improve the situation and execute these decisions. Typical digital tools like 
analytics, ERP and planning systems help with data collection and finding the 
right decisions. But they lack support to execute decisions and to measure 
results.



AIOimpact is closing the gap between analytics and execution, starting the 
new age of digital performance management. Our platform enables you to 
systematically and effectively manage your strategic, tactical and operational 
improvement measures and actions.

Connecting analytical tools to digital execution



Manage the performance of your supply chain with AIOimpact

AIOimpact enables KPI-driven execution of performance improvement programs, such as inventory initiatives, cost 
reductions and service level improvements. Incidents in the supply chain, such as an unexpected high demand or supply 
disruptions effectively, can be managed based on proven standards and methods. Decisions from recurring processes like 
S&OP can systematically be followed-up, and execution will be ensured. Lastly, a library with hundreds of pre-defined 
measures and actions covering all major initiatives, recurring processes and types of incidents, is at your disposal. 

Get to know our Digital Object Twin (DOT)

DOTs are digital replicas of objects in your business, representing objects from the real world. DOTs enable you to quantify 
the benefits from improvement measures and actions. They can easily be imported from ERPs, planning or analytics systems, 
and then used to project and steer improvement initiatives, execution of decisions, and handling the resolution of incidents.

Leverage driver trees to quantify benefits

Once you apply a measure to a DOT, you can impact a specific KPI and ultimately influence your financial or non-financial 
KPIs. DOTs make reporting on the financial impact of your improvements fully transparent for the first time.

What is going on in 
my supply chain?

 Analytics
How to improve 
my supply chain?

2. Recommendations
How do I ensure 
execution?

3. Digital Execution

Digital Execution Management

Costs

Costs

Gross margin

Net sales

Total sales

Capital costs

Costs

WACC

Operating assets

Variable costs

Fixed assets

Current assets

Discounts

Costs

Direct labor

Material costs

Others

Sales

Variable costs

Fixed costs

Costs

Capital costs

…

…

…

…

…

…

OEE

Processing costs

Operating costs

…

Energy costs

Earnings

Reduce micro stops

Packaging Line 
1 (DOT)Packaging Line 
2 (DOT)Packaging Line 
n (DOT)

…

AIOimpact at a glance



AIOimpact features

Here is a sneak peak of some of AIOimpact’s unique features

Why reinvent the wheel? Simply take pre-defined 
initiatives, measures, and actions, tailor it to your needs 
and kick-start your undertakings.

Knowledge library

It’s like a digitally reinvented workspace: You have access 
to all relevant business objects and can quickly decide on 
the next actions, easily collaborate with your team 
members and see the results of your work.

The execution board

Create a new initiative with any business metric of 
relevance. Assign measures that contribute to improving 
your initiative metric and detail all activities down to 
actionable tasks for any of your team members.

Design your own business initiative

Design and automate workflows

Our Digital Execution System helps you create RPA-
assisted workflows for utilizing data from outside sources, 
transforming it within AIOimpact, and sending it towards 
the necessary target system.

Connect and manage the data from analytics

Our own connecting suite AIOconnect, specifically built 
for analytics platforms, helps you to automatically embed 
all relevant business objects as DOTs (Digital Object 
Twins) into AIOimpact.

Dashboards for steering towards success

You are the decision-maker, and you always stay on top of 
things. At any time, you know exactly where you are in 
terms of progression and results, why you are there, what 
to do to accelerate and improve your results.



AIOimpact Digital Execution System

Knowledge template

Customer success support

AIOconnect

Customer support

Onboarding support

Corporate customization

Maximum DOTs 10.000 DOTs

Base set

Base support

-

-

-

-

- -

- -

100.000 DOTs

Professional set

2.000€

Base support

2.500€

1.000.000 DOTs*

aioneers set

Priority support

**

Dedicated data hosting

Single-Sign-On

MS Teams integrations **

** Free upgrade upon release

** Free upgrade upon release

* More capacity upon request

100 €
per month

Essentials

Up to 2 users included,


1.200€/year,


50€/month per additional user  

Professional

875 €
per month

Up to 5 users included,


10.500€/year,


175€/month per additional user 

per month

Enterprise

5.000 €

Up to 20 users included,


60.000€/year,


250€/month per additional user 

Pay once per year up front to save 10% off your desired plan!

About aioneers

We establish digital, closed-loop decision making and execution in organizations, enabled by our 
AIO platform. We provide the right analytics and AI skills to execute decisions systematically and 
results-centred, augmenting users' decision-making capabilities across all functions. At aioneers, 
we offer cutting-edge supply chain consulting services, giving our clients the power to boost 
their organization's performance and close the loop from analytical insights to execution.

Book a demo now by 
scanning the QR code!

We provide the expertise needed to optimize the performance, status and health of your running initiatives by defining new 
improvement initiatives, measures and actions via AIOimpact. In addition, we also supports project teams in their target 
setting, by providing constant transparency on the project progression. In addition, AIOimpact supports the team members 
in the execution of their operational tasks, as well as increasing work organization and productivity.

Work with us


